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U.S. education
secretary to
address grads
ment this Spring. His appearance
representsagreatopportunityfor
the graduates and the people of
the state to hear first-hand from
the nation's foremost spokesman
on education," said UNH President Dale Nitzchke.
According to Dibiasio, once
Alexander was identified as a
possible candidate for the Secretary of Education, various members of the Honorary Degree and
Awards Committee at UNH were
polled about the opportunity to
UNH.
·
a t t r a c t
Alexander
Alexander. The
committee rewas the GovernorofTennessee
acted favorably.
(R) from 1979 to
Alexander was
then given an
1987 and was
named president
invitation to
of The Universpeak, which he
sityofTennessee
accepted.
in January 1988.
Dibiasio said
more parking space.
As president,
many factors,
The road in front of Paul Cre- Alexander apincluding availative Arts Center may also be al- pointed the first
ability and intertered to improve safety for pedes- black and the
est, affect the
trians and motorists. Some of the first female vice
choice of compossibilities include opening the presidents at
mencement
circle at the end of the road near Tennessee Unispeakers.
Kingsbury, widening the road for versity.
"What they all
parking spaces, re-paving the road
According
(candidates
and giving a UNH shuttle access to Dan Dibiasio,
for commenceto the road with a limited access executive assisment speaker)
gate at one end.
tant to the UNH
have in common
Lamar Alexander
The report proposes five difis they have
president,
"It's
a
1991
commencement
speaker
ferent parking plans for next year.
great opportumade outstandAfter reviewing these plans, the
nity for us to have the Secretary of ing contributions in their field,"
administration will choose one.
Educationvisitingourcampusthis said Dibiasio.
These plans deal with the same
spring."
Alexander is a classical and
allotment of money: $770,440. The
Dibiasio said the fact that Al- country pianist and author of three
way in which the total amount of
exander accepted the invitation to books, the most recent being "Six
money is spread out among areas, speak, "indicates the value he
Months Off." He was a Phi Beta
such as permit costs and fines, is
holds for Land Grant Universi- Kappa graduate of Vanderbilt
the main difference in the plans.
ties." According to Dibiasio, University and was a law review
Committee chairperson and Alexander comes from a Land
editor at the New York University
graduate student representative Grant University ( The University
Law School.
·of Tennessee), which is very simiplease see PARKING, page 9
lar to ours.
Dibiasio said he thinks
Alexander is very interested in
getting out and hearing what
people have to say about education. According to Dibiasio, the
Education Secretary is a moderate
Republican with "the best interests of education in mind."
"We're delighted that Secretary Alexander has accepted our
invitation to speak at CommenceBy Kat~lyn Randall
News Reporter
He is the newly appointed
Education Secretary to President
Bush. He was governor of Tennessee and president of the University of Tennessee. He is a classical and country pianist. He will
be on the University of New
Hampshire (UNH) campus as the
sched uled
commencement
speaker. His name is Lamar
Alexander, and he will receive an
honorary Doctorate of Law from

Parking permits may inflate
per-rnits could cost students $78
per hour.
The plan proposes to give
Staff Reporter
Next year, students, faculty . faculty and staff 1.5 permits per
and staff may earn the University space, commuters 2 permits per
more than half of $1 million space and campus residents 1
through parking fines, permits and permit per space. According to
the report, these ratios will allow
meters.
People who want to park in a for "most faculty and staff to find
metered parking space may have a space near their primary place of
to pay 50 cents per hour. Faculty employment and guarantee all
and staff may have to pay as much faculty and staff a space someas $85.66 to buy a permit, and where on campus. A similar obstudents may have to pay as much servation may be made for commuter students."
as $78.51.
Accordingtothereport,many
According to an Advisory
Committee on Parking and of the problems in the parking
Transportation report, the parking system are caused by a lack of
system may see many changes, communication; therefore, more
including revision of winter-ban detailed information on lots will
parking and campus-resident be provided and maps, schedules,
parking. Two modifications have rules and regulations will be
already been approved. The en- available.
Several lots, including the
largement of B-lot is under way,
and according to Steve Larson, Field House East lot and the
director of environmental systems, Ritzman lot near College Woods,
meters will be converted to SO cents are recommended to be paved for
By Theodore W. Decker
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Mike Landau and Ryan Garvey announced last week that they are running as write-ins:
"Matthew 7: 18 reads, 'A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good
fruit.' Landau and Garvey are good trees." · -Mike Landau
"Not only that, I'm also a Forestry major." -Ryan Garvey
"It's time to do something colossal before it's too late. Write in Landau & Garvey." -Mike Landau
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Snap the canine
goes from Glory
Daze to comics

The overall quality of the characters shows that it really deserves
Snyder Snap always gets his to be in a good book. It should be
photo. He's a tough guy who has in color, and it should be available
a heart of gold. No matter what, to kids," Hill stresses. "We've
heard that D.C. is looking seriously
Synder always comes through.
Snyderisacartoondogwhose into producing juvenile comics,
picture is plastered all over Glory and if that's the case, we want to
Daze. His creators Scott Hill and position ourselves for them."
Several people at D.C. are
Bruce Ozella drew the pictures ·
and may end up making a profit aiding the creators and pushing
them to try to sell their idea to D.C.
off of doing so.
"Snap Snyder is an American first, says Hill, including a former
Pit Bull photographer," Hill teacherofHill'sand Ozella's, who
drawls with a fake Boston accent. Hill calls "a good source of infor"He's a bit of a wise-acre, but he mation."
If they should fail at D.C.,
always comes through. He always
gets the photo, and he goes though, Hill said he won't panic.
through hell 'n' high water to get "One of the best things going for
us is that Disney is producing their
that photo."
Synder may soon be pub- own line of comics with a very
lished on a monthly basis by D.C. solid line of artists who do conComics,. the second largest comk sistently good work and consisbook publishing company in tently good stories," he says, and
America. However, after working adds that they both hopethat other
full time with cartoons and adver- companies will see Disney's suctisements, Hill says he sometimes cess so far and start producing
more juvenile comic books.
feels as if he is going crazy.
''The biggest problem we've
"Sometimes I wonder about
my sanity," he said. "Grown men got right now is we're both perjust don't play with funny ani- fectionists. It does interfere with
speed," Hill says, and pointed out
mals."
The current Snyder story that on a brief 8-page story created
''began with a six pack" a year and in 1985tookanaverageofl0hours
a half ago, on Nov. 18, 1989. Basi- a page. For ''Merchant of Murder,"
cally, says Hill, they work on the a 28-page story so far, that works
project on weekends, but the job out to about 35 full-time work
should bea full-time one. The story days. Ideally, if someone decides
they're working on now, called to publish
"Merchant of Murder," a 148- Snyder, Hill says they hope to find
panel (the boxes containing the someone else to take over the
individual pictures) story, is only inking and lettering (writing the
now just about ready for what Hill words on the page), and they
calls the "inking" stage, when the might even consider letting a difpencilled artwork is made definite ferent writer take over. However,
and complete with ink. They will thetwoofthem would still control
then finish the dialogue and send the story and characters.
As they stand now, Hill says
copies of the finished product out
he and Ozella have enough ideas
to various companies.
"We feel very strongly that
we've got a character and a story.
please see SNYDER, page 12
By Ken Rivard
Campus Briefs Editor

Students have say on
health insurance fee
By Victoria Fraza
News Reporter

Students have the chance to
vote on paying an extra $360 dollars for health insurance next year
while they vote today and tomorrow for student body president
and vice president.
According to Susan Rosa of
the Health Services Advisory
Committee (HSAC), Dean
Sanborn wanted the mandatory
fee
insurance
health
referendum question on the ballot
in order to get student reactions to
the possible fee.
A decision on the proposed
fee will not be made until after the
election, according to Rosa. She
said Sanborn has wanted student
input on the issue from the beginning and won't make any recommendations to the University
boa~d of trustees unti~ after he's
received student reactions.

As a member of HSAC, Rosa
said the committee has been presenting information about the
proposed issue to groups such as
Council,
Inter-Fraternity
Panhellenic Council, and InterResidence Organization. The
committee has also been posting
information sheets about the proposed fee around campus. "We're
just providing information so
students can make an informed
decision," Rosa said.
According to Health Services
records, currently approximately
10 percent of undergraduates and
20 percent of graduate students
have no health insurance. As a
result, those students may be denied proper health care because of
lack of insurance and money to
cover the costs.
Students would have the right
to waiver the insurance if they
currently have their own insur-

ance.
The HSAC estimated that the
cost of the insurance would be
about $360 per year, which they
said is separate from the Health
Services Fee of $100 per semester.
The mandatory health insurance fee was introduced early in
the semester and has since been
rejected by the Graduate StudE:mt
Organization (GSO). According to
Bruce Carle, chairperson of the
GSO, the organization voted
unanimously on Feb. 14 to reject
the mandatory health insurance fee.
According to Carle, depending on the results from the ballot
question, the GSO will have more
discussion on the issue. If the undergraduates decide that the fee is
a good idea, the issue will need to
be addressed by the GSO.

please see HEALTH, page 12

. Snively hosts Earthfest
WHEB to join in celebrating Earth Day
By Lynda Marshall
News Reporter

Phi Kappa Sigma renovates their new home. (Ed Sawyer, Photo)

Snively Arena will be taken
over by the radio station WHEB
for "EarthFest" Sunday, April 21
from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Tom DeVries, student coordinator for Earth Day, said the
planning of ''EarthFest" is a "joint
effort" between the University of
New Hampshire (UNH) and radio
station WHEB. DeVries said he
was contacted by WHEB approximatelythreeweeksagoabout
getting involved. DeVries worked
on Earth Day last year and said
nothing was planned until WHEB
acquired Snively Arena and asked
for UNH participation. DeVries
has been working with the station
to help them organize the ,event.
"I'm the cam pus contact," he said.
DeVries said a variety of entertainment is planned for the
event. The Rembrandts is the feature band and <!ther New England

bands, such as The Cause and BFD
(Baked Fresh Daily) will also be
playing. DeVries said the bands
will be playing acoustics so that
the music "won't be so loud" for
the other events.
There will be several speakers
throughout the day, DeVries said.
UNH President Dale Nitzschke
willkickofftheeventwitha public
address. Bruce Anderson, president of Earth Day, U.S.A., is
scheduled to address the crowd.
Because this is a community
project, DeVries said children from
surrounding schools will be asked
a question about their thoughts on
the environment. DeVries said the
committee "is still working on it,"
so it is not yet known which grades
and schools will be represented.
For the children, DeVries said
there will be "kids games, face
painting and special guests."
Among the guests scheduled to
appear are Smokey the Bear, Big

Bird and the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles.
DeVries said there will be
about 50 booths for environmental groups, who will be there to
answer questions and hand out
literature.
DeVriessaid WHEBis "really
pushing this." WHEB is advertising to audiences off campus and
DeVries is responsible for getting
the word around to UNH. DeVries
said theeventisexpected to attract
between 5,000 and 10,000 people.
''The main overall purpose of
the event is education about the
environment," DeVries said.
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Stud ents hold teete r-tot ter
mara thon for Gree npea ce
By Fiona Strater

News Reporter
It was 10 a.m., last Friday

/
We're cool and we're happy

FDA Scienti sts Study
Possibl e Implan tCancer Link
FDA scientists are studying a possible link between a commonly used cosmetic breast implant
and a cancer-causing agent, according to an FDA
spokesperson. The FDA source said the results of
a laboratory study were expected to be available
within the next two weeks. The implant was
made by Surgitek, a subsidiary of Bristol-Myers
Squibb conglomerate corporation.

Resear chers May
Have Found AntiAIDS Drug
Boston researchers reported that a drug sold to
treat leg cramps from circulatory problems may
havemultiplean ti-AIDSeffects ,accordingto testtube and other preliminary studies. Scientists
cautioned that the drug, which is marketed by
Hoechst-Rouss el Pharmaceutical s, hasn' tyet been
tested on human AIDS patiePtts. Further research
into the effects the drug has on humans will be beginning soon.

This was the second year that
the teeter-totter marathon has been
held. Last year, students raised
almost $1,000 for Greenpeace.
Fifteen percentofthemoneyraised
goes for the overhead of covering
Greenpeace projects and 85 percent goes to programming

morning in the MUB, when the
Granite State room was transferred
into what looked like an oversized
playground full of teeter-totters.
Music blared in the background as
students rocked up
and down on teetertotters, something
which used to be lim✓/Teeter-tottering
ited to childhood
memories of playgrounds. Yet this
playground was full
ofUNHstudentswho
were participating in
the
teeter-totter
marathon that helped
raise money for
Greenpeace.
-Matthew Allen
The marathon
UNH sophomore
challenged the dormitories on campus to
build their own teeter-totter and keep
tottering for 24 hours, said Anne projects.
Brabazon, coordinator for this
Last year, the hall directors in
year's marathon and hall director Area III wanted a new fund-raiser
for the mini dorms. The students for students and they decided to
from each participating hall signed contact the Greenpeace organizaup for shifts during those 24 hours tion in Jamaican Plains, a suburb
(10 a.m. Friday to 10 a.m. Satur- of Boston, to get an idea for a
day), and collected sponsors that fundraiser, said Brabazon.
pledged money hourly or gave a
Residential Programs sponflat fee of money, said Brabazon.
sored the teeter-totter marathon,
Smith, Stoke, Sawyer, Hunter, which gives some money to cover
Hubbard and Richardson halls, costs. Throughout the marathon,
Woodruff House and Alpha Phi entertainment was provided,
Omega fraternity all participated which included bands, singers,
in the marathon, said Brabazon.
jugglers, "name that tune" and

is like life,
there are a lot of ups and
downs. Sometimes you feel
like you' re not getting anywhere, but you wouldn't miss
the ride."

Educat ion Secreta ry
Alexand er Prepar es
Change s
Secretary of Education Alexander has won Bush's backing for a broad package of changes in the American
education system that include national student tests,
expanded parental choice in education, and improvements in literacy and job-training programs for adults.
The president is planning to unveil the package on
Thursday, an administration official said. The move by
the president is in pursuit of his campaign promise to be
the "education president."

Prisone rs Receive
Transc endenta l
Medita tion
Inmates in Vacaville, California prison have been receiving instruction in transcendental meditation to help
relieve them of the stress and hostility that builds up in
a prison environment. The prisoners at first were wary
to use the meditation technique but soon learned that 20
minutesofmedi tationhelped tremendouslya sacalming
agent. Widespread use of the technique is unlikely due
to the cost of instruction's estimated price of $1500 per
prisoner.

teeter-totter aerobics. Food was
provided by the Bagelry and Tin
Palace restaurants.
Susan Riley, the hall director
in Babcock, planned on teetering
for two hours. "It's fun being up
for 24 hours doing something fun
for a good cause," said Riley.
According to
Riley and several other
participants in the marathon, some of the repercussions of teeter-tottering can
be a sore butt and motion
sickness.
Chris Carman
went up and down on the
teeter-totter for Hunter Hall
and admitted he sometimes
gets motion sickness and
there was a potential that
he could get nauseous.
Carman participated in the
marathon last year also.
Most people came late at
night because "that's when
things start to get funny,"
said Carman. He hopes that with
the money made from the teetertotter marathon, Greenpeace will
work on saving the ozone.
By 9:30 Saturday morning
there were five teeter-totters still
rocking, although they were going a little bit slower than the previous morning.
Matthew Allen from Stoke
Hall said, ''Teeter-tottering is like
life, there are a lot of ups and
downs. Sometimes you feel like
you're not getting anywhere, but
you wouldn't miss the ride."

IRS Can Not Keep Up
With the Rich ·
The intricate affairs of many rich individuals have
dumbfounded IRS computers. The complex organization of tax shelters, deferments, and corporate
shields have proven too much for the IRS to follow.
The result is that the IRS can not tell whether or not
such an individual is within the codes or not. The
rich can afford the best legal and accounting services
available and thus are able to avoid taxes better than
the average earner. Consequently, the IRS has excelled at tracking the average earner, but not the
wealthy.

Inflatio n Seems in
Check
Consumer prices fell 0.1 % in March, their first decline in five years. This is a further sign that inflation
is not a major concern presently. However, the report
didn't lead the Fed to reduce interest rates, which
have been kept higher in the past to discourage
inflation. The news was encouraging to those who
remember "stagflation" of the early 70's, where a
stagnant economy was accompanied by high inflation.
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Seacoast Economic Summit- New England Center. Information/registration: 862-1529, WSBE.
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
Video - "Daughters of deBeauvoir," Simone deBeauvoir and her influence on the women's movement.
Sponsored by Women's Studies Program. Forum Room, Library, noon to 1 p.m.

Films - Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Awareness Week. "I Thought I Heard the Mermaids Singing," 1-3 p.m. and
"My Beautiful Launderette," 3-5 p.m. Carroll Room, MUB.

A giant toad after sacrificing his eyes for scientific research.
(Ed Sawyer, Photo)

Giant toads lose
liVes for research
By Kristen Aiton
News Reporter
Donna Hammett, a senior
biochemistry major, is forcefeeding an Alpo-vitamin mixture
to 18 giant toads with a syringe.
Later, she will be performing experiments on their eyes.
Her boss, Rick Cote, an associate professor in the biochemistry
department, is using the toads'
eyes for his experimental research
in vision biochemistry. He is interested in how the the body interprets visual signals and how these
signals are converted -i nto a
physical response.
Hammett, along with three
other work-study students and a
full-time lab technician, help Cote
with their experiments. She was
originally hired this summer to
wash dishes in the lab, but as she
got more and more interested in
Cote's work, she got to be involved
in more and more experiments.
"I think being involved in this
will help a lot after graduation,"
says Hammett. "I am so lucky to
be doing this."
What Hammett does is an
experiment called a filter binding
assay, whichisapplied tohowthe
eye ad justs to differences in light
anddarkness. She tests for the
amount of cyclic-GMP (guano sine
monophosphate), a signal molecule important to the vision
process, in the toad's eye.
Two types of cells occur in
every retina behind every eye: rod
cells and cone cells. Hammett
works specifically with the rod
cells found in the retinas of the
toads because they are very comparable to humans. The entire
procedure of studying the rod cells
must be done in the dark with
only a green-filtered infrared light

for the experimenters to work by
so special enzymes will not be
destroyed.
Later on, the data will be applied to how the eye reacts and
adapts to differences in light.
The toads must be sacrificed
for the experiments on their eyes.
This is done by decapitation. Cote
employs a small guillotine, which
he says makes the procedure very
quick and painless. This is also
done in complete darkness, so as
not to destroy the special enzymes.
Cote realizes that most of the
students may have problems with
this, so he never forces them to kill
the toads. More often that not, he
is the one who ends up killing
them.
.
"He's always really good
about that," says Hammett. "I
don't mind dissecting them once
they are dead, but I haven't been
able to kill a toad yet."
Hammett normally works
about six hours per week: five in
experiments and one feeding the
toads. She employs the adjectives
"cool" and "fun" when talking
aboutherwork. When asked what
she likes best about working in the
lab, she says she likes the sense of
camaraderie.
"Everybody knows what is
going on in the lab because everyone is working with something
that is related to each other. It's
not just a bunch of little islands
working independently of one
another," says Hammett.
And the student scientists
aren't just robots. Cote expects
their input in the experiment.
''Rickreallymakes you think about
what you are doing. There's a lot
of feedback going on," says
Hammett.
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Colloquium - History of Science. "Psychology and Social Order: John B. Watson and the Emergence of
Behaviorism," Kerry Buckley, UMass at Amherst. Room 101, Conant, 4:30-6 p.m.
Last Lecture Series - Lee Zia, Math Dept. The most theatrical professors on campus (as elected by Hunter
Hall) give what would be their last lecture of all time. Laugh and learn. Main Lounge, Hunter Hall, 7 p.m.
All welcome.
r

Discussion-"BisexualAwareness."SponsoredbyWomen'slssuesResourceCenter.Room225,HamSmith,
7:30 p.m.
Presentation - Student Showcase, several vocalists, flutist, pianists, wood wind quintet, piano trio. Johnson
Theater, 7:30 p.m., $3, tickets available at door.

WEDNESDAY
Preregistration for Fall 1991.
Blue Jeans Day-Show your support for gay, lesbian, and bisexual rights by wearing blue jeans today.
Spring Weekend:

Breakfast in Bed - bagel & juice delivered on campus
7-8 a.m., $1, call CAB (Campus Activity Board) 862-3613.
Sports Switch - Men's & women's hockey teams play soccer.
Behind Snively, afternoon.
Wacky Relays - Coed teams of 5, Lower Quad, 2:30 p.m.

Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
Films - Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Awareness Week. "Long Time Lompamon," 1-3 p.m. and "Desert
Hearts," 3-5 p.m. Carroll Room, MUB.
Japanese Film Series - Akiro Kurosawa's "fhrone of Blood." A Japanese tragedy based on Shakespeare's
Macbeth. Sponsored by Japan/UNH Exchange Committee. Murkland Auditorium, 7 p.m., free.
Sidore Lecture- "Ecological Economics and Sustainable Development," Dr. Herman E. Daly, World Bank,
Environment Dept., Washington, D.C. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
Panel Discussion - Media/Broadcasting Panel of known figures & behind the scenes employees of
Channel 7 & 11 speak about their experiences. Strafford Room, MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Gay, Lesbian Bisexual Awareness Week:

Presentation - "State of the State" address on lesbian and
gay rights in NH by reps from Citizens Alliance for Gay and
Lesbian Rights (CAGLR). Followed by questions/answer period.
Carroll Room, MUB, 1-2:30 p.m.
Discussion - PFLAG Panel, parents and friends of lesbians and
gays tell their stories. Carroll Room, MUB, 3-4:30 p.m.
Performance - "Distinct Possibility," the now famous women's
a cappella group. A-218, Paul Arts, 7:30-9 p.m.
Spring Weekend - Outrageous Obstacle Course. Co-ed teams of 4, Lower Quad, 1-4 p.m., registration $5.
Register with CAB 862-3613.

Psychology Colloquium - Presentation of Masters Theses, Mike Elhert, Julie Poole, & Laurie Walter,
Psychology, UNH. Room 101, Conant, 3:45 p.m.
MUSO Film- "Miller's Crossing." Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Concert - ''Vitamin G" and "Mosquitos Don't Drive." Sponsored by Student Coalition for the Homeless
to benefit NH homeless. MUB Pub, 9 p.m., students ~2, general $3.
Spring Weekend- World Celebration, featuring D.J.'s of Natural Sound. Granite State Room, MUB, 9 p.m.
to midnight, $2.

'
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Should divers ity among faculty and studen ts
be a require ment for college accreditation?

Kara Driscoll
Communication
Senior

Rebecca Hoffman
Undeclared
Sophomore
Whether it should be a requirement or not, University of
NewHampshires tudentspolled
agreethatdiversi tywould make
their education a more complete
experience.
However, an opperative
word in the above sentence is
"Yes. A 1.7 percent minority
population at UNH is not the real
world. Walking down the paths of
this campus everyone looks alike
and acts alike."

Rich Sossel
English
Senior

"Absolutely not. I think people
should open up their minds, but it
has to be learned. It can't be imposed."

"would."

According students asked,
the population at UNH is so
white and rnonocultural, they
have to look elsewhere for diversity.
Peter Lord said, "My
brother attended Boston University and I found that spendingtimedown there taught me a
lot about different cultures."
Lord said he would like to
see similar opportunities made
to people at UNH.
According to Lord, students at schools with a diverse
population are getting a more
coplplete education.
Katie Demore said education at UNH is lacking because
o( its nearly all white population.
Rebecca Hoffman said she
has read in at least three newspapers that UNH is the least
diverse state campus the country.
Similarly, Patrick Connolly
said, "We're one of the whitest
cam puses there is, and I think
diversity might help a lot."
Rich Sossel said while he
thinks UNH needs diversity, it
should not be required.
"If you do that, you're trying to force values on people,"
said Sossel.
"It's like making a law that
says you should think a certain
way or have certain values," said
Sossel.

"In New England Schools it's kind
of impractical, because New England is not diverse. I think it's a
really good idea though. This campus could use some diversity."

Peter Lord
Undeclared
DCE

"I think it's a good idea. Diversity
opens the world up to students
and teaches them about other cultures. UNH is pretty much an
Anglo-Saxon, white campus."

Patrick Connolly
English
Graduate ·student

Katie Demore
Philosopohy
Junior

''Yes. I think on this campus especially. We seem to draw a lot of
students from the same background, and this might be their
only opportunity to meet people
from other backgrounds."

"Yes. It promotes a more interest-

ing campus, and a more realistic
one. It helps us learn too."

Compiled by Winifred Walsh
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Greek Page Coordinator
Just last week I heard an
interesting analogy of the UNH
Greek system. It was compared to
a runaway car that slowly picks
up speed and gradually gets out of
reach until it crashes. Such optimism is seldom expressed about
the fate of Greek life. Usually the
epithet is considerably more
gloomy. After mulling over the
analogy, I began to understand
how someone could see the Greek
system in that light. It seems as if people are only exposed to the
negative aspects of Greek life at
UNH. The only time most UNH
students hear about any Greek
house is when the house gets in
trouble for things, such as underage drinking or noise violations.
The point of this page is to
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promote the good things that the
Greek system does.
The truth is each house
has a philanthropy. Each house
sponsors events to benefit national
and local causes. The truth is that
there exists a Greek philanthropy
council which organizes events on
a larger scale. The truth is Greeks
help set up, run and clean up for
the Blood Drive every time it occueies the Granite State room. The
truth is the Greek system is striving for better community relations,
The truth is, on a national average,
Greeks graduate at a higher rate
than non-Greeks (55 percent compared to 45 percent). And, according to a national survey, Greeks
contribute more, financially, after
graduation than non-Greeks.
Some people are well
aware of these facts. Others are

not. The purpose of the new Greek
page is to inform people of the
good that is done, to balance the
scales between the good news and
the bad. Arguably, all one hears is
negative then one's opinion might
follow that vein, but if both sides
of the story are told, an informed
decision can be made.
This page will feature
news stories, opinions, updates
and schedules of events about the
Greek system. This will serve as a
step in the right direction in informing the comm unity about the
Greek system. We need input. We
need people to write news stories
and present their opinions. If this
is to work, it is going to take more
than a handful of people to make
a go of it. Here is the opportunity
to make a difference. Grab it.
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UNH GREEK WEEK

builds a snow ~lpture to show support for troops that are stationed in the Middle East. (Ed
Sawyer, photo).

Upcomin g Eyents

Greek picnic faces setbac k

Tuesday, April 23 - - - - - - - Spm-Bonfire with Karl at SAE

Wednesday, April 24
Spm- "Animal House" on Sig Ep lawn
11-11:30pm- Pledge for a Day at ATO

Thurday, April 25
6pm- Greek Games at Kappa Delta

Friday, April 26
12pm- Bands at Kappa Sig
3pm- Greek Picnic at Kappa Sig

Saturday, April 27
lpm- Keg To~ at Kappa Sig
GIVE BLOOD!!!!!
Monday, April 15 - Friday, April 19,
12pm-Spm
Granite State Room, MUB

By Claudine Pelissier

News Reporter
Today after receiving
notice from the administration, Jim
Bello's dream died. He had
wanted to promote the Greek
System and show the University
of New Hampshire that greeks
can be responsible.
After spending hours
creating a three-page proposal
with explicit details of how the
Greek Picnic would be run, Bello,
president of the Inter Fraternity
Council (IFC), said that he was
disappointed, after Dean of Student Affairs J.Gregg Sanborn shot
down his plan.
Sanborn stated in a letter
to Bello that greeks are free to
proceed with the picnic as long as
the following conditions are met.
The greeks must:
-"relocate the picnic from
Kappa Sigma Fraternity to a more
suitable location in a less travelled

and safer area;"
-"specifically identify those
individuals responsible for the
event and give the names, addresses and phone numbers of
those people to the Durham Police
Department and the Greek Advisor;"
-"reduce the maximum beer
consumption to n~ more than four
beers per person.
Greek Week Chairman
Kyle Rhoads said he has a problem
changing the location of the picnic.
''These committees (administration) see this event as detrimental
to the campus and the Greek system, but we're planning an event
that will show the positive aspects
of Greek life, " said Rhoads.
He said the whole idea is
to make it visible to the community thatwecanhavearespo nsible
and controlled event. Rhoads said
he believes there has been a lack of
communication between the ad-

ministration ·and the Greek system this year, especially concerning Greek Week. Rhoads said
neither he nor Brian Northridge,
the other chairman, received a
copy of Sanborn's letter.
Rhoads said, "I would
be willing to work on this together
with Sanborn, but we haven't had
the opportunity to communicate
with him and the chance to compromise on this issue."
Director of Student Activities Ann Lawing said she recognizes the leadership of IFC and
has observed as the administration thought about the picnic. She
said that both staff and students
are "thinking hard about the best
way to hold the picnic successfully."
According to Rhoads, the
Greek system has four philanthropic events and the proceeds
please see GREEK, page 9
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PARKING, from page 1
Gerald D Stedge said all the plans
are reasonable, but he prefers two
of the five plans. The first plan he
favors, number one, calls for the
fines that are collected during the
year to be used to offset permit
costs in that same year, not the
following year-the usual practice.
Every vehicle that takes up a parking space, including University
owned and operated vehicles, must
be charged for full usage.

Stedge said he also likes
p Ian five because faculty and staff
would not be required to buy permits for parking. "You shouldn't
have to pay to park where you
work," Stedgesaid. However, this
plan doesn't hold much weight,
he added, because more money
would have to be taken from the
general fund to offset the loss of
money from faculty and staff permits.

900, from page 2
tim:
"You'll soon be tempted
to be extravagant. Resist it, for it
would be better to follow a conservative path where financial
matters are concerned. Soon
enough you'll have plenty of
money to loosen the tight grip of
your wallet.
"Don't overreact to a
comment made be a stranger,
perhapsevenina postoffice,school
or public place. Your self-esteem
may be damaged, but it's a minor
incident and doesn't even deserve
a second thought.
"You have a unique skill
for organization. When everyone
else is juggling busy lives, you're
the one who can make it look easy.
Maybe you should share your a
few secrets with those who need
your help.
"Set the dinner table with
candles and dinner and a little romance. The moon is in the right
position for it. So what are you
waiting for?
"Call back tomorrow for
another prediction."
The P.ntire recording
lasted for exactly a minute. Another voice came on the telephone
immediately, telling mew hat other
options I had at this point in the
call. I could hear confessions,
which were "really unbelievable
stories," according to the voice. I
could take a "love test." I could
hear romantic fantasies. The possibilities stretched out in front of
me and my touch tone telephone.
I was never good with decisions,
but since I've always been a glutton for punishment, I decided to
push "four" to listen to the Insult
Lady. (By the way, Ittookanother
minute for the voice to tell me my
options. $1.60 and counting... )

from the picnic, along
with other events, will go toward
the NH Task Force, the Dover
Children's Home and the Jennifer
Kinneson Wish Foundation.
Executive IFC member
Jay Ostrowski said Kappa Sigma
is a perfect location for the picnic.
''The more that is seen the better
because people will see how great
the Greek system is and if we hide
it, we will be cheated," Ostrowski
said.
Lawing said, "Greek life
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can be a powerful community
builder and can give students a
sense of belonging that's unique,
but I'm concerned that they are
abusing each other." She said abuse
involves issues of hazing, alcohol,
peer pressure to drink and covering up instances of abuse.
According to Lawing, as
administration, "we have an obligation to look at it and not close
our eyes."
Dean Sanborn was unavailable for comment.

/tprt

30 DEERFIELD DRIVE, DOVER, NH 03820 / (603) 749-4383

Pregnant?

HOTLINE
749-4441

The Insult Lady, in 60
seconds, managed- in order- to
insult my weight, sexuality, intelligence, generosity, taste, and
looks. Most of the jokes were a
tad off-color, but all were as corny
as this one: " ... And stupid? When
you won a gold medal in the
Olympics, you had it bronzed."
Haha.
I had now spent $2.20
onthis900number. Itwastimeto
hangup.
Would I call another 900
number?
Well, funny you should
ask. As a matter of fact, I had my
friend call another number that I
found in the back of Rolling Stone
Magazine. I was curious to know
what they said in those more
"questionable" extensions, but I
couldn't bring myself to dial one.
Bert agreed to call, as long as it
was my money he was spending.
Since I had plenty to spare from
my budget, I said yes. I chose the
least expensive number advertised. The ad said "Men only- all
men." We assumed it was guys
calling to talk to girls.
Unfortunately for Bert,
who gets embarrassed easily, the
recorded greeting said "You have
just reached the Hot Guys line.
Hot guys talking to other hot
guys- live! If you want to hear
live conversation, press button
one. If you want to hear messages
from other hot guys, press button
two. And if you want to leave a
message, press button three."
Bert hung up the phone
quickly, and no matter how much
I cajoled him, he would not try
again.
Bert was the smart one.
900 numbers are stupid, deceptive, expensive, a waste of time ...

GREEK, from page 8
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Attention Reporters:
There is a Mandatory
meeting next Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. If you cannot
make it, please contact
Gina or Deanna!!!

Carle said the graduate
students have different University requirements and should
have different fees. "The Graduate students should be looked at

and plots for stories to last about 5
years. "If this book takes off, it'll
be great. I won't have to work 12,
18 hours a day," says Hill. "It's
like guaranteed work. If it's accepted by a publisher, you're
pretty much guaranteed to be at

Pettee Brook Ln
Durham NH

603 868 5634

Never Goes Out ofStyle with a

work for a while, unless the book
is cancelled." Even then, Hill
pointed out, a book is sometimes
picked up by another publisher.
"I feel confident. Our
heart and soul has gone into it. It
has to work. It has to take off."

UNH

03824

Balfour
Class Ring.

SEDA* WILDERNESS SYSTEMS* SAWYER

NOW RENTING FOR FALL '91

Your college memories can last a lifetime when
captured forever in the delicate high fashion styling
of a Balfour Class Ring. Add your birthstone or a
diamond panel to your degree and graduation date,
and preserve your precious memories in fine Balfour
Jewelry!

Up to $100 off
Save $100 on 18K, $ 50 on 14K,
and $25 on lOK gold rings, in great
designs only from Balfour. Order
yours today - this special won't
last forever!

Valentine Smith House
Hamilton Smith House
lm:::I!!J
(Red Tower)
~
J. Twombly House
John Giles House
Other single family houses
One of each: four, five,
and six person units
available. Walk to campus
:':■
facilities. Off street parking.
Heat and hot water
included. Some units,
Landlord pays all utilities.
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; . , --: • 4 - -

. <;\!2i~ ~:-i_~~ ·_·

Write
for
TNH!
Call
Deanna
or Gina
at 1490.

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals
1-800-732-4817

Balfoo&

.- ~ · ,~,,.:.

as a unique unit within the University," said Carle, adding that
no decisions will be made on the
proposal, however, until after the
elections.

SNYDER, from page 3

Durham Bike

Sea Kayaks

Fashion

HEALTH, from page 3
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For you, and the world itself. As a Peace Corps _
volunteer, you can put your degree to work at
a challenging, demanding and unique opportunity. You'll be meeting new people, learning a new language, experiencing a new culture
. and gaining a whole new outlook. And while
you're building your future, you'll help people in developing countries meet their energy and housing needs. Forestry sector needs
include .. . Biology, Botany, Natural Resources, Environmental sciences, Ornamental Horticulture degrees, and of course foresters

Over 600 Peace Corps Volunteers are currently working in forestry and
environmental projects around the world. Find out how you make a difference
by attending the following activity:
UNH & PEACE CORPS: MAKING AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Keynote speaker: Cathy McFarlane, Peace Corps environmental trainer

Thursday, April 25 7:00pm
The New England Center
For details, call 862-1880

~:~~-~;,:E
MAX INC.
Dept-C, P.0. Box 70692

Washington, DC 20024
Please send me_ copy(ies) of the
elephone Guide to Federal Job Openings
$9.95 is enclosed for each copy.

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address,_ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ __
State_ _Zip_ _ _ __

round trips
starting at:

from Boston

Amsterdam
Pans
Caracas
Rio

490
538
410
898

Hongkong

H9

Tokyo
Sydney

789
1201

Student & Faculty Fares

Truces not included,Restrictions apply.
Fares subject to change, One ways
available.Work/Study abroad programs.
International Student & Teacher ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON

THE SPOT!

nal Tri
~=on

7ff8

166-1916
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497-1497
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If you would
like to place
a personal
stop by Rm.
110B, MUB

Write for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE!
Stop by Rm. 151 in the MUB for
more info.

862-13 23
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, American Express
Announces A Great New
Travel Program.
Now students can get the Card
and get 3roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express® Card.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines.
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

.■=
AnAmencanE,q,resscompany

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informative articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.
But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

Ifyou're already a Cardmember; there's no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arrivinR soon

•

CDNTIN~N TAL

assumes no liability for Continental Airlines· performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Int .
·complete terms and conditions of this travel otfer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express

.,

-
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RELAX AT THE PRIVATE 1-IOTTUB ROOM RENTALS
AND TANNING FACILITIES
• Showers, Dressing Area and
Stereo in each Tub Room • Suite with Video Player and Lounge Area •
• Towels and Hair Dryers Furnishe d• Juices & Disposable Bathing Suits Availabl e•

NEWMARKET
STORAGE
*mini bins available
-all sizes
* Inside and outside boat
and auto storage
always available

UNHSummer
-Storage Special
Available
133 Exeter Road
Newmarket, NH
(603)659-7959
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Don 't Aba ndo n Jill
Jill struggles to make ends meet. She works
part time and takes full time classes. She supports
herself and pays tuition. She makes just enough
money to pay her grocery bill, electricity bill, telephone
bill and rent. Next year, if mandatory health fees are
established, Jill and others like her may not be able to
come back to school.
To people like Jill, every penny counts. She
has her entire semester budgeted. After the semester
is over Jill says she will be lucky if she has $100 left
over.
Jill can't afford health insurance. Her mother
took her off her policy when Jill was 18, so she could
"learn some responsibility." Health insurance is the
least of her problems. She ended up in the hospital
freshman year, but because she was so broke she had
to pay the hospital off a little at a time. Her main
concern is that if the mandatory health insurance fee
is established at UNH, she won't be able to pay that
off a little at a time. She probably won't be allowed to
register for classes.

To most of us, $360,the amount UNH wants
to charge for the insurance is not a lot of money. To
most of us, it boils down to a small increase in tuition.
But think about Jill's case for a moment. She already
has to pay about $219 per semester in mandatory
student fees. If you add $360 to $219 per semester, Jill
is whacked in the head with an $800 fee.
The Graduate Student Organization (GSO)
already shot down the fee when it rejected the proposal
on Feb. 14. To them, health insurance is the right of the
individual. In a letter to the Editor that appeared in an
April 2 issue, GSO Chairman R. Bruce Carle wrote,
"There are no guarantees that mandatory coverage
would increase the usage of the student plan or lower
its cost. A substantial portion of the graduate student
body (15 percent) is not covered by health insurance;
they simply can't not afford to do it."
And it is not just graduate students who are
suffering. If the heal th insurance proposal is approved,
all students who have to pay for their own education
will suffer. Jill and others like her already have enough

to worry about. They don't need more fees to draw
on their much needed funds.
It is not that students who are not insured
wouldn't like insurance. They simply can't choose
to insure themselves over buying food or paying
rent. If UNH requires all students to either buy its
insurance policy, or get onto their parent's then it is
the students who will suffer.
One of UNH's greatest assets is that students from all types of financial backgrounds can
attend. If tuition continues to climb, and fees, such
as the health insurance proposal are established
then how will the University remain affordable to
all students? How much will the proposed $360 fee
rise over the years before students say they have
had enough? Ensure that the fee doesn't have the
chance to rise. Don't let it be established.
When you take the time to vote today, fill
out the referendum question dealing with health
insurance fees. Students can make a difference. Do
it for your friends who have to pay for school alone.
Do it for Jill.

Jill is not a fictitious character. She is a junior at the University of New Hampshire.

Sincerely,
Kevin K. Page
Student and four-year member
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
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Open your
mind
To the Editor:
Your "letters" on Friday,
April 12, provided a vehicle for
Mr. Thomas Cooke to level an
extremely childish cheap shot at
the Greek System here at the
University.
Mr. Cooke, the primary
rolehereatthe University for each
individual is that of a student.
The social, athletic and cause-related organizations we choose to
join are merely outlets to which
we wish to dedicate our energies.
For you to categorize the problem
as a Greek or "average" student
problem is aggravating the conflict between the groups involved
and is stereotypical garbage.
In addition, Mr. Cooke,
the members of the Greek System
have consistently maintained an
overall GPA within a tenth of a
point of the University average.
Apparently, we do understand
our responsibility to our studies
first.
Mr. Cook£ please attempt to extricate yourself from
your trap of utter ignorance about
the Greeks. Do not attack what
you do not understand. It merely
exposes your lack of knowledge
about what we do as Greeks.
I would like to comment
about your division of the students into average and non-average students. It would seem to

me that relative to the student
population, the Greek System
carries an unequal amount of
weight in helping achieve the
various goals of the University.
Between student representation,
philanthropic projects, intramural
activities, and overall positive involvement in campus organizations, the Greek member would
have to be considered to be the
non-average member of the campus population. However, since I
don't subscribe to your division of
the student population, I will let
our actions speak for themselves.
Asa campus community, wedon't
need the labeling tactics you utilize
in describing the population. They
are unfounded and harmful.
As far as the problem you
surmise, I must admit that it can
be a nuisance. If you, however,
can be so adamant with the written word, I feel that you must be a
brave enough individual to walk
up to those debaucherous Greeks
and politely ask them to quiet
down. It's effective, Mr. Cooke.
Try it!
In conclusion, Mr.
Cooke, I honestly hope that you
are able to shed this mind-set, as it
is far from constructive. Attack
the problem, but please don't
categorize inaccurately. Your
subtle cheapshot did not go unnoticed and displays your lack of
acceptance of each of us as an individual, separate from our affiliations.

We need
real change
To the Editor:
I've been wondering
whether it would be of any use for
the next SBP and SBVP to waste
their energy flitting from one
committee to the next in their nice,
grown-up shoes and attempting
to patch the holes in the crumbling
dike with their resumes. I should
think it more productive were they
to attempt to resettle with their
people on higher ground, eliminating the perpetual threat of being overtaken by the merciless sea
of administrative and governmental decrees. The laws of the
land must be changed if the student body is to have any chance of .,
bettering its situation, for the sea
now cuts it off from the dry hill.
These laws, however natural they
may be to some, are not inviolate.
Our student "leaders"
try to make the campus more diverse by requiring everyone to take
a diversity class. They make earthshattering quotes, such as "I don't
think Governor Gregg really understands the significance of the
cuts to USNH." Seriously, that one
should cost McCabe his $1500
stipend right there. The only
positive change during this year
was when Lower Hudd resumed
serving Cap'n Crunch at dinner,
and that only broughtthe sitµ.ation
back to equilibrium. Nothing is
getting better.
Eight (ten including the
Mike Landau/ Ryan Garvey pizza

party) people have stepped forward in hopes that they will accomplish something. Unfortunately, some of these people jump
on issues. They say that they can
work toward solving them, and
think that this makes them effective leaders. I shall use campus
safety as an example.
If elected, Lawrence/
Reid will suggest that people vol-

unteer for SAFEW ALKS and will
push for increases in police protection and campus lighting. It
doesn't take a leader to suggest
that other people volunteer for
something; it doesn't take a leader
to ask the powers that be to transfer
the salary of a professor to another
police officer.

More letters on page 18
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s1ghte?, crapulou15, mass.''- -~hile:Paine's work prolJ-:-

ho:w little the average faculty member'is paid :'.r~l~tive'tt>

.ablYdid.~o:t

Pf():f~~!ihPJc:i!~ in .()th~r .. fielc:I S~ith. ~quival~nt\ traiil,iilg~ .
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By Craig Chamberlain
Recently the :New Hampshire Grand Dragon Tom
Herman commented}n the University newspaper that "response (to the Klan) h~~ l%E:?n good at UNH." He added that the
Klan has members at U!'ff:Ir but declined to identify them.
I read !his in !~e 4pnl 9 issue of The New Hampshire,
and I would enJoy no~IJ~ng InC>.:1'.e than to see this verified.
I disagree wi~~~J:t9sewho would silence you and bar
your organization frQill'Jh~-au:rtpus. By all means, come to
UNH! Rent a hall, hold\a r'1Jly :ajld)et these UNH Klansmen
(women?) introduce th~tris~lve~'.You.r organization is entitled
to the rights set forthlr:the first ~rriemdment as much as any
other.
·
It is a great ir0!:1,Y th~t the!>e :fir~t amendment rights
you no doubt seek t9-~pjoy, ~,i::td,a,r~ e~tttled to enjoy, will be
your downfall if yot1~9µie~<fthe campus'. ':
Why, y9u a~l<?'SijflplyJ.-i~c::au5:~y.94,r philosophy will
not withstand any ~crutil)YPY}liteµige~t, ~g,ucated free-thinking people. Let's e,<:ami1.1e tne'int~fview/ for~Xample.
While readipg,tn~ c1f9reIJ).ention~~f article, I could not
help but question somfoftM :~ tat~mei)tsJ _found there. To
begin with, Mr. fferman,yqµ~e~m 'tobe:11n~War~thatthe Iron
Curtain no !onger exists/ )'ou state,i'The lgvisip.le empire is
very strong m Canada, Europe,<e\fen b~hin,q theli-6:n Curtain."
What sort of ~arth-shaldng 'phi16~ophy59r1esJ~()fu ,a group
whose leader 1s unawa~e oftli.e -current state of the-:Viorld?
An?th~r,. glar~g ~~E?.T, Mr- ., I-Ie.rwa.r,)~ YQW state-

~:r~?ti~);~~~ili1~1~1~ii;Ji!~»~0~;i;: ~

exist with them~Yo4q~st':':H§t~w1u9.is'a re born out of seething
hate, which is the product ofpathological fear(s). Your teachings violate the fundamental principles of American democ
please see, page 19

G?y:9tegg insist~d

was deferred for up tq 10 years whHe>w.e,c()rripleted oUr . ,'

·~:.t:;~~~~tia~~~~t.Wfhl:~li;t;~::~:fti •. ·~Jc:1t;~~.:~ ~~tc~#;~fi\1,9~!1~~tJ¢~; . .•
0

course~ n()th1.n g n~}'V)n. his asse$sm~~t of the facility ·:•· allyy,here ,\V1th111 a r~S<:>I\cible commutE?. Third~ it •em.
.
.phasizes H1efact ~hat'.fa~uitJ;as 'fdfnier students; und~r:st«1ncl ~tte:r tl~an tl:le goy¢.tnor ever,will what clifficulHes

I?ec~use qfhis:own :~c60
romi¢9-nY .a'n4 eµJc:a.f
frorially . · privileged.
bac_k ground, the gover~
i:lppf~i~tion
:nq;,lj~~ 'tjp. _
for ·.Jhe Ji.nandal\ and

.. , • . ,. ·.·. J inenti~:m:my ~~uc~tjcm tri. deta~l for thr~
r~affi,!}S:: Hrst; SC> that st~1ents<ancl:o.th~r~ will r~~~gr.i:z~ that the facajty are pr.ofessionally trained,
hi_g hly
workforce
with education
levels equal
: ..· skilled
.
·
.

a:

p 1ease see , page 19
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KKK, from pg 17
racy. Your existence violates
the most basic values of JudeoChristian philosophy and they violate the simplest rules of human morality. You are a foul travesty, a disgrace to American democracy and
an embarrassment to good people
everywhere. You are, I believe, fundamentally evil.
In closing, I will repeat my
invitation. By all means, come to
UNH! I will atteI'd your presentation
and I will listen. While I freely admit
my opinions of the Klan are strong, I
will promise to listen and allow you
to explain you views. Convince me,
if your philosophy is sound!

GOV, from pg 17
classes during my regular office hours and for ad vising roughly 70
majors in our department. Some
weeks, such as pre-registration, advising is nearly a full time job. As part
of my other administrative duties, I
am responsible for processing new
Communication majors. This semester I enrolled more than 80 new majors.

enjoytheirresearch,often they are
left to pursue it on weekends or in
the summer when the immediate
burdens of teaching, grading,
committees and advising are not
so pressing. This may explain,
governor, why we aren't at the
country club more often to rub
elbows with you.
I came to UNH three
years ago as an assistant professor,
faculty in residence. My starting
salary was $23,000 per year. I now
make $28,750. My current salary
is still less than the average starting salary for scholars in my field.
I support myself, my wife and my
two children on that salary. I had
better family medical coverage as
a graduate student than I have
now as a UNH faculty member.
Housing in the UNH area is
completely unaffordable to me.
Again, my situation is not unique.
The median salary for assistant
professorsintheCollegeofLiberal
Arts is around $30,000. Judge for
yourself. Are we earning our
salaries? Are we overpaid? Few
people get rich as professional
scholars; most are not in the profession forthe money. Weare here

Each student spent roughly 10
minutes with me filling out
forms and discussing the major. Even these brief meetings
meant a commitment of more
than thirteen hours. But my
situation is not unique. Similar
service commitments and administrative committees work
on a variety of issues and
problems that regularly occupy a substantial portion of
faculty time in any week. In
addition, many faculty like
myself, are involved in various
service commitments to the
Durham community or the
state.
In order to survive in
a University, and make a contribution to the body of professional knowledge in his or
her field, a faculty member
mustalsoproduceand publish
original research. Ideas, articles
and books do not spring whole
from the word-processor of a
faculty member. Hundreds of
hours go into the preparation
of a scholarly monograph, experiment or production. And
while most faculty members

because we love teaching and research. We love helping students
learn and grow.
Make no mistake, the governor is no friend of
UNH or UNH students. He has a
natural contempt for public education at all levels as his record
clearly demonstrates. We do not
deserve the governor's contempt.
While we might politely debate
the spending priorities in the state
of New Hampshire, or have civil
disagreements over the merits of
the University System's administration, the governor has no business telling me I'm overpaid and
underworked·. He has no business
insulting me and my colleagues
no matter what political points he
can make with his "friends." I invite the governor to apologize to
me and the rest of the faculty at his

::::::::::}:-::::'.:'.;::'.::;'.::•

·<(<
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------------·- -----------
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I

I
I

YES'

e lwantVISA®/MASTFR~Credtt

Cards. Enclosed find $15 which ts 100% refundable If not
approved Immediately.
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deserve and heed for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT . : NAME
STORES-TinTION-ENTERTAINMENrEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAl.JRANTS-:....
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~L SERVICES, \NC-
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: ADDRESS
:

CnY - - - - - STATE -ZIP _ _ __

I PHONE - - - - - S.S.# _ _ _ _ __

No turn downs!
1 SIGNA1URE
No credit checks!
1
-----------NOTE: MasterCard Is a ~stcmi tradcmarlt cl MasterCard International. rnc.
No security deposit ! :
:~:: :::.o:dcmarlt or VISA USA. Inc and \/lSA lnl.cmaUonal

Approval absolutely guaranteed so I .,...... w._·;:·: x

MAIL THIS N

RISK COUPON TODAY

1000/o GUARANTEED!
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Women's Networking
Breakfast
Violence Against Women
Empowering Ourselves for A Change
Join us for a panel discussion to develop
strategies for confronting this issue which
affects all of our lives.
Panelists:
Eve Goodman, SHARPP
Kathleen Gildea-DinzeQ Health Education/ Health
Services
Representative of SCAl(Students Concerned About
,
Rape)
Facilitated by Rev. Mary Westfall UNH Campus Ministry

Thursday, April 25, 8:00-9:30a.in.
Strafford Room, MUB
Cost: $3.50. A number of free breakfasts are
available to students. To register for a free
. breakfast, call the Women's Commission at
862-1058.

Registration deadline is Ap.r il 1 7
Sponsored by the UNH Women's Commission with
funding from Health Services

Senate
Executive Board Positions
Available Next Year
Apply for Chairperson for one of the following councils:

Applications available in room 130,·MUB.
Return to Amy Papaioanou
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UNH Stu._dent Comic Strips

JN CASE YOU PJPN'T
KNOW IT, TODAY JS ,HC

DAY YOU G-0

OUT ' AND

VOTE FOR YOUR VE/?Y
OYYH STUDENT BODY
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by Rick Sawyer
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ACROSS
1 Inter 5 Datum
9 Monastery
men
13 Disembark
14 A Bradley
15 Picture
puzzle
17 With one's
identity
concealed
19 Get away
from
20 Repaired,
as a roof
21 Blind alley
23 Comp. pt.
24 Household
man
25 Lodging
money
26 Football
team
28 Skunk
30 Pub drink
31 British
prison
32 Rings
mournfully
36 Notatall
feminine

38 Dismiss
39 Meaning
40 Comedienne
Martha
41 Theater
sign
42 Restaurant
workers
44 Army
vehicle
45 Onetime
Iran bigwig
48 "Gift of
the - "
49 Loserto
DOE
50 Long cigar
52 - the road
55 Existing
56 Fancy
58 Southern
signature
59 Little
boy: Sp .
60 Social science: abbr.
61 Study rooms
62 London
gallery
63 Legalpaper

DOWN
1 Descended
2 Turner or
Cantrell
3 Addition
4 Embellishes
5 Affectionate
6 Friend: Fr.
7 Sound of
disapproval
8 Band of
actors
9 MacMurray
of movies
10 Went back
11 Lower in
rank
12 African
region
16 Faction
18 - whiz!
22 Servile
followers
24 Sound of
contempt
26 Branches
27 Bates of
the screen
28 Hobby
29 - of Cleves
31 Lollobrigida

33 Suffers
disgrace
34 Entice
35 Traffic
sign
37 Connecticut
city
38 Delhi
garment
40 Emblems of
royalty
43 Special
aptitude
44 Derided
45 Practice
boxing
46 Dragged
47 Like an old
woman
49 Year: Sp.
51 Golf
gadgets
52 Woodwind
53 Indian
54 Tear in
pieces
57 Workeror
soldier
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COMPARE & SAVE

1"'1111 !!!R£~!!!!!!
~~ J •

~ tile, Alwml In UiwJiJ\,_

$69.95

~II;,
, zt ::. ~;. . .

. oooGE, s PASSENGERVANs

, _. . . .- ~

L•

paraon par day)

~~
,
Economy
~ - ...........~ only

1·

i:Q .. 4!i-24.95
.p

-RENTAL RATES-

CIVIL

Economy
Mid Size
Fill Size
Station Wagons*
Mini Vans ·
Cargo Vans*
15 Passengers
Pickup Trucks*

RIGHTS?

YOU SHOULD BE!
COME HEAR CIVIL RIGHTS LAWYER

LOU GERWITZ

WEEKEND STARTING
SPECIALS
AT

MUD !S'IRAl?l?ORU ROOM
FUNDED 13Y PFO
-SPONSERED 13Y NATIVE AMERICAN
CULTURAL ASSOCIATION, PSN
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLU13 AMNESTY
I NTE.RNAT IONAL AND MUSO

t

We honor all major credit cards & cash.

PFO FUNDED

\ij

SILVER ST.

i'

··- -l~<. - ·

·"

/

~

,--- ..

\ .

S'NJUlNG
TUff>l(E

*some models slightly higher; rates subject to change.

A.ril 17th · 20t~it--

l,,,..

.

Located at
THE FRIENDSHIP _INN
Silver Street & Spaulding Turnpike
(exit SE)
DOVER
742-2127

ICfflH

1

1

$59. 95

RATES INCLUDE:
*'A'l8-20
Unlimited Mileage within New England
year olds--25% Surcharge Applies
* Must have full Coverage Insurance
* Pick Up & Delivery
All new 1990-1991 Fuel Efficient Models

MONUAY APRIL a-9, 7:30 PM
...

Daily
24.95
28.95
32.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

per day
Weekly
159.95"
179.95
199.95
249.95
309.95
279.95
439.95
209.95

.

• ! .

•

•

•

SPRING
WEEKEND
1
*WedQesday, Breakfast iii Bed
*Friday, World Celebration
Sports Switch/Wacky Relays
2 :30 pm Lower Q uad
*Thursday, Outrageous
Obstacle Course
1:00 pn1 - 4:00 pn1
Lo~er Quad

· Featuring DJs of Natural Sound
9:00 pn1 - Midnight
*Saturday, Carnival 1-5 pm
Drive-In Footloose 9:30 pITl
Rocky Horror 12:00 ani
Fireworks
Snively Parking Lot
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I£ 16tft ancf 17tft . . . -

-Stui ent 'Boiy Presiient/'Vice
Presi ient

-Commuter/(jreek Senators
-Afaniatory :J{ea[tli Insurance
~ erenium

... at the MUS, Library,
Kingsbury, McC onn ell,
Dining Halls or Stoke.
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spring weekend! Don't forget to Gerland/Batty for SBP /SBVP.
4-UNIT BUILDING IN A RESItake advantage and register now
DENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD in the MUB!
ONE
BEDROOM/STUDI O
Havefun!!Volunteerfo rthespring
APARTMENT FOR ONE PERweekend carnival. Call Sean at
BARTENDER COURSE - Learn in CAB (3613) for more info.
SON - RENT $325/MO AVAILABLE NOW - TWO BEDROOM HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS one week. Excellent Pay, fun, free
brochure. Master Bartender Jen - It's a personal! I had a great
APARTMENT FOR TWO SUMMER? Jet there anytime
for
PEOPLE - RENT $475 / MO $160 with AIRHITCH(r). (As re- School, 84 Main St., Newmarket, year+ I'm looking forward to next
AVAILABLE 6/1 - CALL 868- ported in NY Times & Let's Go!) NH., Tel. 659-3718.
year. HAPPY EARLY 21st JoJo
2458.
AIRHITCH(r) 212-864-2000.
Jim - No matter what happens, Elect true leaders. Vote for Garyou are the BEST FRIEND anyone land /Batty Today!
Durham/4 person unit, 2 bedcould have! Good luck and reroom, 2 bath/ dishwasher apartmember to smile!
ment. Ten minute walk to UNH,
Do you like water? Are you a fish?
off street parking. Sunny - 91-92
Come be dunked at the carnival.
Get ready for: Breakfast in bed, Call CAB (3613) for more info.
academic year. $1200 per semester.
Phone 868-5865 - Female students Smith Hall INTERNATIONAL professional obstacle course,
preferred. Non-smokers. Utilties FIESTA, Fri April 19th, l l:00a.m.- world celebration featuring the If you're looking for adventure
included.
8:00 p.m. Lots of food, live bands, D.J .' s of Natural Sound and Sat- I'm looking for you to travel with
urday.
me around the country second
games, and fun.
CORNER OF MADBURY AND
semester next year. You should be
EDGEWOOD, 2 furnished single Alpha Phi Open House !!! April Ron-the drive-in movie is a must!
bedrooms with shared bath and 16th from 7-10 pm. Everyone is Meet us there with your little sib
after the carnival. C.A.B.
kitchen privileges in faculty home. Welcome!
Off street parking - 91-92 Academic year. $1100 per semester. Come to the OLD HAMPSHIRE Summer parking, summer parkPhone 868-5669 Female Students - MEDIEVAL FAIR, April 20 - next ing, why look for a space? Own
friends preferred - sense of humor toT-HallLawn.Comeincostume! your own behind Stoke. No fuss
affordable, call dave 1-226-0928
a must. Non-smokers.
Lots of medieval fun.
Iv. mess.
For rent over summer 4 person Hug a Foreigner at Smith Hall
Apartment above Store 24, great International Fiesta Friday, April Smith Hall INTERNATIONAL
FIESTA, Fri April 19th, 11 :00 a.m.location $180/month. Rent nego- 19th 11 AM - 8 PM
8:00
p.m. Lots of food, live bands,
tiable. Call 868-7510.
games,
and fun.
Come listen to the Middle EastSUMMER SUBLET - DA VIS ern Oud Trio Smith Hall InternaCOURT: 1 bdrm. -2 persons huge tional Fiesta. Friday, April 19, 11 Happy 24th Birthday Matt! I love
you very much, I'm so glad your
living area, kitchen, full bath; walk AM-8PM
in my life. Love always, Jen.
in closet $260/mo. or B/O call
Erin 862-5841.
Vote Garland/Batty for SBP /
Punkin ... You're the best in bed.
SBVP/
Love, your Honey.
NICE APARTMENT FOR RENT
INDURHAM,MILLROAD-ONE Smith Hall INTERNATIONAL
BEDROOM APARTMENT - FIESTA,FriApril 19th, ll:00a.m.- Garland/Batty for SBP /SBVP CLOSE TO CAMPUS - AV AIL- 8:00 p.m. Lots of food, live bands, The only logical choice.
ABLESEPTEMBER 1, 1991-HEAT games, and fun.
Kim, don't you feel old?! What's
& HOT WATER INCLUDED SORRY--NOPETS -RENT- Eat exotic food at the European after 21? OLD AGE - Jo
~24/MONTH (2 PEOPLE MAX) Cafe at the Smith Hall Interna- CALL 868-2458.
tional Fiesta Fri. April 19, 11-8

I Jill TRAVEL

!PERSO N~ I

,,
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flexible; spontaneous, fun, just a
little bit crazy, and willing to split
expenses. 862-5770.
ANDREW ... Well, 2 years has come
and gone but no personal from
you! I've had a great time! Love
Joanne.
Did everyone wish Kim Wiles a
Happy 21st B-Day?! C-Ya
Downtown - Jojo
Vote Garland/Batty for SBP /
SBVP
Haupy-Nicehickeyon yourneck!!
Love your little Sweet Pee.
Congratulations Haup on
being president!! Love, Kappa
Delta!!

,,~~~
. . ''WILD WILES'' ~-0

r::rY

HAPPY 21 ST

Happy Birthday!
Steve
Harrington :
Happiness always

:J{ugs & Love,

Pau{a

LEE - Packers Falls Road. Studio
apartment, all utilties plus cable.
Available Sept. thru May. $375 per
month. Evenings 659-7707.
Newmarket-two or four bedroom
apartments. Panelled, carpeted,
parking. Available now through
summer, or starting in August or
September. Quiet building, security deposit, lease, no pets. From
$470/mo to $625/mo. Call 603659-2655.
Durham, an apartment two blocks
from campus for next school year.
In private home, separate entrance.'
We want two non-smoking students to share one bedroom apartment. $244 a month per student.
Utilities paid by owner. 868-9660.
Summer Sublet Bargain-Big house
in Durham, 4 spaces. Price Negotiable. Call Tracy 862-7807.

Word Processing Services - Next
day return - will pick up and deliver. $1.65/page. Call Diane 9425881.

PROFESSIONAL

Alpha Phi Open House!!! April
16th from 7-10 pm. Everyone is
Welcome!
The Art of Black Dance and Music will be rocking at Smith Hall
International Fiesta Fri. April 19,
11-8.
Forteleza: Brazilian Andean Music - Smith Hall International Fiesta Friday April 19, 11-8
Smith Hall INTERNATIONAL
FIESTA, Fri April 19th, 11 :00 a.m.8:00 p.m. Lots of food, live bands,
games, and fun.
Students, Staff, Faculty, please put
old clothes into trash bags. I'll
take them to Salvation Army to
help other people out 1-207-6981463.
Second annual spring weekend!
One world, one celebration! Get
involved in these campus wide
events! A carnival is coming!
Alpha Phi Open House!!! April
16th from 7-10 pm. Everyone is
Welcome!
Smith Hall INTERNATIONAL
FIESTA,FriApril 19th, 11:00a.m.8:00 p.m. Lots of food, live bands,
games, and fun.

WORD

PROCESSEING AND TYPESETTING FOR REPORTS, THESES,
CORRESPONDENC E, TAPE
TRANSCRIPTION,
LASER
PRINTING. EXPERIENCED,
REASONABLE, QUICK RETURN. JANET BOYLE 659-3578.

Submit your best work to MUSO' s
10th Annual Photo Show! Entries
due April 29 in MUSO office basement of the MUB. Call 8621485 for more info!
There are a lot of things to do this

EVER Y MOND AY
$2.00
small cheese pizza

EVER Y TUESD AY
$1.95
small cheese pizza

EVER Y WEDN ESDAY
.$ 4.00
lg. cheese pizza & free drink

~
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Remember you felt like as a First Year Student at UNH?
Alone?
Confused?
Insecure?
Nervous?

~~

~~~

---------

ROOM

-----■
----■

~;=~1

DOUBLE
ROOMS ,

~~

~d\

. WITH

·

UTILITIES .
(EXCLUDING

You CAN Make ·a difference!

Be a
FreshStart Volunteer!
Sign up in Residence Halls, Greek Houses,
or the Commuter Transfer Center

For more info, contact
Micha.el Bergeron, 868-9859
Non-Traditional Students interested in helping
other Non-Traditional Students, please contact
~--..
Lou Broad, 862-7502

TELEPHONE

&

CABLE

TV)

EXCELLENT LOCATION
( 1 MINUTE WALK TO T-HALL)

$240 per period &

100 security deposit

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

868-6959
ASK FOR TIM JOHNSON

/

./ //.,

/

.

/

.

Little Sibs -weekend
EVENTS:

April 19, 20, 21

•

lI

Friday AJ)ril 19

©
II

I

International Fiesta by Smith Hall 10am-8pm
Comedian Bob Chase by Christensen Hall Sat. Eve.

Saturday AJ)ril 20

0@
\:::.J

Donuts & Cartoons by Stoke Hall in Stoke lounge 9am
Giant Twister by Congreve Hall in Congreve Courtyard 2pm
Frizbee Golf by Lord ·Hall in Area 1 loop 11 am

~

LP

Tye Dye Party by Scott Hall on Scott porch 1pm
Coffee House by Hunter in Hunter lounge Sat Eve.
Games You Never Played? by Englehardt in Lower Quad 12 noon

Sunday AJ)ril 21
•

I

Gibbs Aid by Gibbs Hall on Gibbs back lawn all day event
Question~ - Call Tammy Pante at 862-4530

SPONSOR.ED BY LRO

II
1

I

~UNDED BY PF!.i!.J
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Welc ome to the
IBM PS/2 Fair

Come to the IBM PS/2® Fair. Have some fun with the
IBM Personal System/2~ Try it-see how you can

Wednesday
April 17, 1991
Smith Hall Lawn
(Located across from T-Hall).
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

-~•,,::~ ..•..... -.. ··· ·;·· ..:··•.:··.. :- :~',j[~

Free giveaways include cups, pens, notepads and balloons

r·

,

. UNIVERSI TY
Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14A
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 3 p .m .

(603) 862-1328 ·• N.H. (800) 245-7773

------ _.._._
- - ------------_
- ----- - -

·This offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets. Orders are sub1ect to
availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without writ ten notice.
fiiilBM. Personal System/2. and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
fl IBM Corporation 1990.

-

·!>
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Women 's track places third at Smith
Burke, Robichaud, Sheehan, and Cilley qualify for New Englands
By Michele Page
Sports Staff.Reporter

The UNH women's track.team
finished third overall in the nineschool Smith College Track and
Field Invitational in a non-scoring
meet. ''There were lots of improvements being shown this
weekend. We had a couple personal records and a lot of better
times than last week. It was a good
meet," said UNH coach Nancy
Krueger.
The endurance athletes showed
the most improvement this week,
by not only bettering their individual times, but also running a
New England qualifying time in
the 4 X 800 meter relay.
UNH freshman Colleen Burke
set the pace for the distance crew
by running a personal record in
the 1500 meter. She improved her
time by a tremendous sixteen
seconds.
Also running the 1500 meter,
placing seventh overall, was
sophomore Judi
Wildcat
Robichaud. Her time of 5:08.11
brought her very close to a personal record for her in that race.
In the 800 meter open, it was
UNH junior Kim Cilley and freshman Tracy Sheehan working together to improve their times.
"Kim's times are coming down.
She's really starting to run strong,"
said Krueger. They ·placed third
and eighth respectively in their
heat.
A UNH foursome (Burke,
Robichaud, Shee~an, and Cilley)
put all their efforts together at the
end of the day to run the 4 X 800

11

·'\"

T · (rt ...

*

UNH senior Carol Weston places first in the javelin and second in the

discus at Smith College on Saturday. (file photo)

Brickley scores 100th career goal
The women's lacrosse team is
a force to be reckoned with. On
April 2, they defeated a strong
Dartmouth squad and have not
looked back since. They have won
five games in a row, including
their most recent victories; A 12-3
thrashing of Boston College last
Thursday and a 14-7 defeat of
Colgate on Saturday.
Against BC, the 'Cats let it all
out. They ripped apart the Eagles
allowing only three goals while
netting 12. "It seemed to be an all
out team effort," said Liz Brickley,
senior midfielder for the 'Cats.
The victory against Boston
College, established the 'Cats as a
true New England powerhouse.
"It was a very important win becausetheywere ranked 13th in the
nation. This game just proved
that our past victories were not
flukes," Brickley said.
The 'Cats jumped on the
board early as Diane Mcloughlin
hammered one into the net just 20
seconds into the game. UNH continued its barrage, tickling the

If

•

Women' s lax keeps on
rolling; wins two more
By Steve Lankier
Sports Editor

meter relay. Placing third overall, first in the javelin and second in
with a time ofl0:07, this team will the discus. Krueger explained that
travel to the New England her marks weren't as good as last
Championship meet in late May. week's because it was a grass
Krueger said she was very pleased throwing field. Grass is slower
with the improvements they had than artificial turf, in terms of apmade over the last week. She said proach, making the marks a little
their times are coming down and shorter. Overall, however,
they are all starting to look very Krueger was very happy with
Weston's performances for the
strong.
Another part of the team that day.
Also placing in the javelin was
had some good performances
were the sprinters. In the 100 meter Haskins. Her throw of 130'11" was
dash, UNH senior Laura Schofield a good enough for a second place.
ran her best time this season.Junior The throw was little short from
Kristy Downing ran an improved last week, but Krueger attributes
time in the 100 meter hurdl~s and this to the grass field. Next week,
sophomore Kerri Haskins ran a Krueger is confident she will come
personal record in the 200 meters. on strong.
Helping Weston out in the
In the 400 meters, UNH freshman Kate Giblin had a good first discus, was freshman Tonia Sorell.
run after missing a week of train- Her throw of 111'7" was a great
ing. Krueger said she looked improvement from last week.
strong and had a good technique. Krueger said, If we could get her
Krueger is hoping she will only up and hit a qualifying mark, that
would help us a lot at the New
improve from here.
Both UNH sprint relay teams, England Championships."
In both the triple jump and the
the 4 X 100 meter and the 4 X 400
meter relays, had great races. In long jump, sophomores Justine
two different combinations, Dube and Heather Lebo combined
Schofield, junior Amy Brown, a real strong effort to give the team
freshman Sue Thayer, and Down- some depth. Dube's mark in the
ing, ran strong performances. triple jump is slowly approaching
Krueger is hoping that with these qualifying standards for New
improved marks, theywillqualify Englandsand Lebo improves with
for the Penn Relays in two weeks. each meet. Krueger is very pleased
Even though the distance crew with the work of these two women
had a great day, and the sprinting and hopes that they keep imteam ran some excellent times, it proving.
Also having a good day in the
was the field events group that
jump was Duwning. Her leap
long
provided the depth UNH needed
to pull off their third place finish. of 17'8" gave her a first .olacP .::inci
With her leg improving each an improvement of a full foot over
day, senior Carol Weston placed last week. Krueger said, "It was a

twine three more times in the next opener at 1:07 into the contest and
four minutes. Laura Clark, Anna Liz Brickley added two more goals
Hill, and Liz Brickley provided a to put UNH ahead 3-0. By the end
of the first half the blue was up 9very fast game, .
BC got on the board though, 2. Laura Clark scored two, Khristi
tallying two goals, one of which Bellows netted one and Alita
came with just three seconds left Haytayan put in another.
The other two first half goals
in the half. At the intermission the
came when Brickley scored her
'Cats were up 5-2.
The second half was all blue, third and fourth goals. Brickley' s
as the 'Cats nailed in seven goals forth score was a special one, it
matched by only one from the marked her 100th career goal. "It
Eagles. The UNH defense was was a big surprise," Brickley said.
once again solid, with goalie "I had no idea I was up that high,
Christa Hansen coming up with so when they announced it I was
really surprised."
seven saves.
The rest of the game went just
Hill was the high scorer for
for UNH as they netted
well
as
the 'Cats on the day with five goals.
Brickley put in three of her own five more goals to take a 14-7 vicand Kiersten Coppola and Kim tory against Colgate. Anna Hill
tallied two in the second half, as
Tombarelli each netted one.
Against Colgate, the 'Cats Pelini, Clark, and Haytayan each
continued their success. "We scored one.
The next three games will be
played another good team game,"
Brickley said. "The game really a real test of the team's integrity as
helped us work out a lot of kinks they take on Brown, Penn State,
in our offense and defense, it also and Temple. ''The next three
gave us a good chance to work in games are the most important for
us," Brickley said. "We can defievery one on the team."
As usual the 'Cats struck first. nitely prove ourselves as a naKim Tombarelli notched the game tional powerhouse."
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M. LAX, from page 32 - - - mistake the 'Cats would make in their first half form. ''The whole
team let down in the fourth pethe third period.
Wildcat sophomore attacker riod," Vona said.
Indeed, after expanding the
John Daley scored to kick off a
to 13-7 on goals by senior
lead
·
run of eight straight UNH goals.
Bill Sullivan and sophomiddie
Mechura notched three goals
and an assist in the stanza. Senior more middie Eric Presbey, the
attackers Tim Vetrano (two) and 'Cats went to sleep, allowing St.
Mark Botnik also added goals in John's four consecutive scores.
the period. MacDonald potted his That narrowed the UNH lead to
second of the day to end the blitz 13-11 with 2:40 left in the game.
But the 'Cats refused to let
and give the 'Cats and 11-6 lead
this one slip away. Sullivan netted
after three periods.
"Jeff brought us back, he was his second to keep St. John's at
a bull in that quarter," Vona said. bay.
"It was a great win for us,"
"Stowe made some key saves and
that kept the momentum in our said Milhous. "We showed a lot of
character incoming back like that."
favor."
"It's gotta be easier than that,"
the
was
quarter
''The third
best I've been involved with," said Urquhart said with a sigh. "I wish
Milhous. "I don't know why we we were more consistent. But we
can work on the little things as
can't do that all the time."
Unfortunately for UNH, long as we keep winning."
The Wildcats next game is on
there was one more quarter to
on Long Island against
Saturday
play and UNH reverted back to
Adelphi.
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Baseba ll busts
out against BU
UNH ATHLETICS

•
By Rob Heenan

Sports Staff Reporter
Just whatthedoctorordered.
The Boston University Terriers came to town and the UNH
baseball team said "goodbye" to
its seven-game losing streak and
"hello" to a three-game winning
streak.
UNH pounded out 39 runs
in the three game series, raising
their record to 10-9, and 3-3 in
North Atlantic Conference play.
The first game, on-Saturday,
saw the 'Cats fall behind 3-0 before sending 12 men up to bat in
the second inning, scoring seven.
BU came back with five runs
in the top of the third to take an 87 lead. But the Wildcats matched
the five runs in the bottom of the
third totaketheleadforgood, 12-

Game twoofthedoubleheader
was more of a purists baseball
game. The 'Cats got solid pitching
from Chris Schott (2-2) and quality

Sweeps three, ends seven-game skid

relief pitching from Dan Sweet to
post a 6-5 win. Schott went four
innings, allowing five runs on
seven hits, while striking out three.

Sweet came in for the last three
innings,allowingjustonehitwhile
striking out three. All three
strikeouts were with thP batters

8.
The Wildcats pushed across
seven more runs for the 19-11
final. Everyone in the UNH lineup
had at least one hit and one run
batted in.
Pitcher DanGilmore(2-1) got
the win despite having a rough
time on the mound. Gardner
O'Flynn worked the final four
innings for the save.

UNH slides past Boston University, UNH baseball is now 10-9 on the season. (file photo)

looking at a called third strike.
Mike Heyl went 2 for 3 with
two RBIs and a run scored. Dave
Stewart also had two RBIs and Jim
Rigazio added one.
Game three on Sunday saw
the 'Cats looking for a sweep. BU
scored two in the second, but that
would be all the Terriers would
get UNH posted four in the bottom of the second. Brett Elmore,
Ed Zraket and Rigazio picked up
the RBIs.
Mike Hayward (1-0) picked
up the win in relief.
The 'Cats added seven runs
in the sixth inning and two more
in the eighth, accounting for the
14-2 final.
"It's tough to take three over
a weekend," said UNH coach Ted
Conner.
"We're a team that can't afford to
walk many people and we did too
muchofthat(Saturday).(Sunday)
I thought our pitching was very
good."
UNH plays their next five
games on the road, two at Lowell
(April 18) and three at Vermont
(April 20,21), before coming home
to host Brown (April 23).

Men's lacross e overtak es St. John's
UNH's third quarter explosion does in Redmen; Cats now 5-1
By Don Taylor
Sports Staff Reporter
The 'Cats were lucky to get
away with this one. A nearly
flawless third quarter was enough
to overcome an otherwise sloppy
game and give UNH a 14-12 victory over St. John's on Saturday.
"I'm just happy we won one,"
said UNH coach Jim Urquhart.
"We came out on top that's what
counts."
The first quarter was a study
in frustration for the 'Cats. Using a
patient offense, UNH had the
Redmen pinned in their own end
fortheopeningthreeminutes. But
that produced only wide shots or
ones that clanged off of posts.
St. John's not only weathered
the storm, but came down and got
the game's initial score with 12
minutes left in the period.
It took the Wildcats more than
10 minutes to get the equalizer.
Senior midfielder Dave Pflug
brought UNH even with 1:34 left
in the first quarter. The period
ended at 1-1.
The second quarter saw UNH
senior defenseman Bruce MacDonald give the Blue a 2-1 lead
only :30 into the second period.
However, that seemed to

wake up St. John's instead of UNH
as the Redmen ripped off four
straight scores in less than three
minutes to take a 5-2 lead.
Senior attacker Jeff Mechura
closed the gap to 5-3 to end a very
ugly and slow-moving first half.
"They always talk a lotoftrash
and get us out of our game plan,"
said UNH goalie Stowe Milhous.
Milhous took a cross-checking penalty in the second period to
try sparking the team. "That was
the one good call the refs made all
day," he said.
"St. John's always gives us a
tough game, intense and physical,"
said Urquhart. "The officiating was
not good today. It led to a lot of
frustration on both sides."
UNHseniorgoalie Brian Vona
said thecombinationofthereferees
and St. John's gave the 'Cats problems. ''The refs took us out of our
game plan by a penalty on every
hit," he said. "St. John's made us
play down to their level.
The second half started out
with another Redmen score to up
their lead to 6-3. That was the only

please see M. LAX page 30
UNH (seen nere in recent action) scores eight goals in the third period Saturday . (Ed Sawyer, photo)

